Proactively Prevent Fraud and Build Trust.

Stop online attacks in real-time
Stop attacks at every online interaction by collecting and analyzing customer biometrics and behavior, network, device, and threat data – their BionicID™ in real-time. Feedzai’s Active Defense proactively stops malware, phishing, and Remote Access Trojans before they steal identities and cause harm.

Continuously verify customers
Feedzai’s Know Your User approach continually and silently asks, “are you really you?” utilizing a user’s BionicID™ to identify legitimate customers, stop fraud before it happens, and improve the customer experience by eliminating step-up authentications and reducing false positives.

Improve transaction decisioning
User BionicID data and analysis are pre-integrated with Feedzai’s Transaction Fraud for Banks. They can also be used by other transaction monitoring or SIEM solutions to provide user interaction data and analysis to improve transaction decisioning accuracy and reduce operational risk.
Key Features

**Comprehensive customer verification**
Customers are verified at every interaction by collecting and continually analyzing their BionicIDs comprised of online biometric actions, behavioral patterns, device data, account behavior, geolocation, and more, looking for anomalies.

**Hybrid AI**
Customer BionicIDs are analyzed, updated, and verified at every interaction with hybrid AI technology that enables you to really know your user and protect them during every session.

**Silent customer experience**
Prevent customer friction by silently authenticating users at every interaction without the need for friction-inducing verification methods.

**Active defense**
Stop ID-stealing malware or phishing attacks. By preventing users from being manipulated into compromising their credentials. Protect customers from Remote Access Trojan session hijacking malware automatically via step-up authentication or automatic session logoff actions.

**Real-time**
All customer BionicID interaction data is pre-integrated into Feedzai’s Transaction Monitoring for banks and can be integrated into other transaction monitoring systems or SIEM systems to improve transaction monitoring decisioning.

**Flexible deployment model**
Pre-integrated with Feedzai for Transaction Fraud for Banking, standalone, or in conjunction with other Transaction Monitoring solutions, SIEMs, or other fraud management systems via API.
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**Awards and Recognition**

- Feedzai named a Behavioral Biometrics Leader.
- Feedzai named Best in Class Fraud and AML Machine Learning Platform.
- Feedzai named a Strong Performer in Enterprise Fraud Management.
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Are you ready to start proactively protecting your customers?

[Request a Demo]